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ABSTRACT
Oral cancer is one of the most occurring cancers from 1908.Its prevalence is rapidly increasing day by day and the most commonly occurring type is squamous
cell carcinoma from which more than 50,000 patients affected per year around the world. In this study we are going to describe the main consequences of oral
cancer along with its prevalence & consequences responsible for oral cancer.This study deals with the some of the main consequences of oral cancer with their
percentage of causing oral cancer including tobacco intake,alcohol consumption,smoking, genetically inherited factor,effect of sunlight and use of red chili in
higher amount.For the purpose of searching its main consequences the efforts were made which are based on the survey of different hospitals and reading out
the case history and profile of more than 100 patients.This survey was conducted in different hospitals, diagnostic and treatment centers of Karachi and as a
result of this survey the collective efforts that achieved, revealed that those patients who were habitual of taking tobacco are at higher risk (of about 50%) of
developing oral cancer.Then the 2nd most common factor involved in oral cancer is alcohol consumption of about 30%. Along with these two, several factors are
also involved including genetic factor, smoking, sunlight and many more.On the basis of this survey it is concluded that the above mentioned consequences are
greatly responsible for oral cancer & its prevalence can be prevented by get rid of the main consequences of oral cancer mentioned in this study.
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INTRODUCTION
Oral cancer is consider to be the sixth most common cancer all over
the world, but its prevalence is high found in south Asian1 .Oral
cancer is most common in south central Asian men than women2.In
Pakistan the incidence of oral cancer and oropharyngeal cancer are
very high3.Cancer of oral cavity and pharynx are among the most
common type of cancer according to the report which is published by
Pakistan Medical Research Council (PMRC)4, 5, 6.
Oral cancer is generally known as mouth cancer, Over 90% arises
from the oral mucosal lining tumors of squamous cell carcinoma 7
.Squamous cell carcinoma is the most common form of oral cancer,
originated in mucosal epithelium, occur more frequently with
pain8.Oral cancer is the neoplasm of head and neck great morbidity
cause by this disease, so many approaches has been done to prevent
the cancer the most common is prevent oral lesion or detection in
patient with oral leukoplakia. Oral leukoplakia is the white patch in
the oral cavity they may exceed the risk of the cancer, leukoplakia is
considered as the marker of cancer9.
Early sign and symtoms of oral cancer can be seen are sudden tooth
mobility without any cause, a lump and a lateral lump in the neck,
mouth sore which is fail to heal early or unusual bleeding10.The
typical sign and symptoms of oral cancer are sore throat or mouth
over three weeks a swelling in the mouth that persist mouth ulcers,
pain during swallowing, without any reason loosening teeth, pain in
jaw with jaw stiffness, thickening or lump in the oral cavity, hoarse
voice, painful tongue11.
Major risk factors of oral cancer which have been seen are chewing
tobacco, smoking, chewing of beter quid, the excessive consumption
of alcohal, body being exposed to sunlight for long period of time
(associated with lip cancer), nutrition and immune deficiencies are

most emerging risk factor of oral cancer12.In the formation of mouth
cancer the main etiological factor is HPV Humanpapillomavirus that
be analyzed by using some experimental methods13.
Some studies shows that the over expression of COX-2 enzyme is
involved in many cancers specially the cancer of upper digestive tract
like oral cancer14.by promoting growth of tumors, inducing
angiogenesis, by stopping apoptosis and by invasion and metastasis
their incidences show that COX-2 induces carcinogenesis and these
all are considered to be the main hall mark of mouth cancer. 1195A >
G has no effect, whereas COX-2 polymorphism-765 G > C & +837T
> C are at high risk of oral cancer15.
Nitric oxide is a gas and also serves as a neurotransmitter and
vasodilator16.iNOS over expression has also been observed in
squamous cell carcinoma17.In the progression of squamous cell
carcinomas P53 and iNOS expression is strongly co-related18.
Head and neck cancer also cause by infection of HPV human
papillomavirus19.HPV is said to be responsible to immobilize the
epithelial cells and if it is used with tobacco and alcohol and others
chemicals it lead to synergistics effect and this effect is the key that
induces carcinogenesis which is link to HPV20.Carcinoma of
squamous cell is also associated with the presence of visile bacteria
within the oral cavity by using standar microbiological culture
approach thus bacteria primary can be identified with oral squamous
cell. These bacteria includes, Acientobacter lwoffi, Olsenella uli,
Lactobacillus crisputus, Canadida albicans21.
Some diseases which are also responsible for oral cancer such as oral
sub mucous fibrosis (OSF) a disease of oral cavity and mucous of oral
cavity having the characteristics of inflammation anf fibrosis of
lamina propria and some on its transformation to malignancy, the
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main etiological factor in the formation of mouth cancer is oncogenic
connective tissues in depth22.
The genetic factor is also involved in oral cancer. A study shows that
about 91.67% of genes and about 37.5% of miRNAs are involved in
oral carcinomas, about 2-3% cases of leukoplakia are said to be
involved in oral cancer annually. And this transformation of
leukoplakias to carcinomas involves 4 sub genes that are, STAT5B,
EGFR, PDGFRB, STAT5A. And 5 inter-MAOC genes involved are
PRKCA, MAPK1, MAPK3, ESR1, and FYN. miRNAs involved are
of 8 kinds including, hsa-miR-499-5p, hsa-miR-549, hsa-miR-5255p, hsa-miR-21, hsa-miR-3323-3p, hsa-miR-423p, hsa-miR-3p23.
Some studies have evaluated that a tumor suppressor gene WWOX
gene which is responsible for molecular changes related to oral cancer
its location is 16q23.3-24.1 and it spans FRA16D found in many
malignant neoplasia which is the secondary most common fragile site,
in which oral squamous cell carcinoma is also included24.In a case
control study it has been observed that many factors are involved in
oral carcinomas but the ratio of drinking and smoking has the highest
risk of developing it25.environmental pollutant also proved to be
contributing factor in other type of cancer26.various studies conducted
at oncology section clearly reflects lack in awareness about cancer
causing agents especially in breast carcinoma patients27.
In this study we aimed to findout the prevalence of oral cancer and
consequences responsible against this life threatening cancer which
create alarming situations at Pakistan society in view of the fact to
encounter such type of big evil in public healthcare sectors.
METHODOLOGY
This study was conducted in 2015 in Karachi within one month which
is based on the data obtained by the survey of different oncology
departments of different hospitals and by viewing of case histories
and profiles of more than 100 patients of oral and its related cancers.
And in this the patients were directly interviewed about their case.
This research involves the out patients (on the day of OPD) as well as
IPD. Different hospitals were visited many times in order to collect
complete and proper information. Mostly the patients with oral cancer
were found on the day of OPD because most of the patients of oral
cancer are not admitted in the hospitals unless it is severe form of
cancer or any surgery would have to be done for that severe form.
Most of the patients are found with the consequence of using tobacco
about 50% of the total patients surveyed. Other consequence of oral
cancer found in patients is alcoholism up to 30%, smoking about
10%, sunlight up to 2%, use of high amount of red chili up to 3%. The
factor of inheritance was also found in some patients up to 4.5%. The
consequence of oral cancer in individual with A-blood group can also
be seen in some patient registries but to a lesser extent of about
0.5%.Oral cancer types found in patients are squamous cell
carcinoma most commonly, tongue cancer, lips cancer and throat
cancer that are associated with mouth cancer.
RESULT
For this survey many patients’ profile were observed carefully and on
basis of these finding it can be said that oral cancer is linked to a
number of consequences and all these consequences are in turn linked
to the development of many kinds of oral carcinomas as shown in
Table.1. And to decrease the prevalence of oral cancer, withdrawal of
tobacco is must as it is at high rate of developing oral cancer of any
type. Table.1 shows the types oral cancer with respect to their
consequences. And all of the consequences have their own
mechanism in the formation of specific type of mouth cancer. But
some consequences have the ability to develop any kind of carcinoma
which is at the greatest risk of developing oral cancers.

Table 1: common type of cancer
CONSEQUENCES
Tobacco
Alcohol
Smoking
Genetic Factor
Sunlight
Red Chili Use
Viral Infections

COMMONLY CAUSED TYPE
Of Any Type
Usually Throat Cancer
Mouth, Nose and Throat Cancer
Any Type
Lip Cancer17
Throat And Mouth cancer
Oropharynx Cancer17

Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis for the consequences of oral cancer in Fig.1
shows that tobacco is the 1st main cause of oral cancer that is largely
involved in different types of mouth carcinomas. And the 2nd main
consequence is alcohol consumption. These two consequences when
combined means if both of these are used by a single person is said to
be at the greatest risk of developing oral carcinoma than that of a
person who consume any one of them. Smoking is the 3rd main cause
then use of red chili and inheritance are also two main consequences
which are greatly involved in mouth cancer not as that of tobacco and
alcohol but as much as sunlight. Sunlight being the last of all is also
not neglect able and to some extent is involved in different types of
mouth cancers. Patients with blood group A are more likely to
develop oral cancer than any other blood group the reason for this is
unknown but its finding in this survey is very low. Fig.2 also shows
that the tobacco is the largest cause of developing oral cancer and its
prevalence is very high than any other factor.
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Figure 1: Different Consequences of Oral Cancer Showing Their
Percentage of Occurrence

DISSCUSSION
Oral cancer is now one of the most spreading types of cancer. And to
diminish this form of cancer it is very important to look out or find
out those factors or consequences that are responsible for the
development of this cancer. So for this purpose this study was
conducted and consequences were found out.
Finding of consequences of oral cancer was such a difficult task
because the methodology that was adopted for this study was very
time consuming as well as efforts consuming but it lead to the very
important findings.
On asking the patients about their history the most distressing
situation was that the most of the patients were belonged to such areas
where there is no preventive and careful managements were taken
related to oral hygiene. And the height of carelessness was seen when
some of the patients said that they even don’t brush the tooth. Some
patients were fair enough as they were educated ones and also very
active towards oral hygiene but the reason for their cancer was
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inheritance. Also some patients’ occupation was the reason for their
disease as they work continuously in sunlight which is as said before
is somewhat responsible for oral and many other types of cancers.
Some patients were found of using high amount of red chili in their
meals and this deed then results in the development of their disease.
Some patients were also affected due to the use of reused of dental
instrument by their physicians.

3.
4.

5.
The most common type found in patients was squamous cell
carcinoma. And the most important reason for the development of
oral cancer is the use of tobacco (mainly gutka, mava) which was
found in most of the patients of about 50%. Alcoholic patients were
also found of about 30% then smoking 10%. The combined effect of
tobacco and alcohol is much greater than that of their sum means if a
person take these two together, has a greater risk of developing oral
cancer as compared to those 2 individuals who are taking any one of
them.
In early development there is no cancer, may referred as pre
cancerous lesion. So it is necessary to consult the doctor as soon as
possible before this pre malignant lesion is transformed to the
cancerous one. It can also be recognized by some symptoms in the
oral cavity like fungating mass, erythroplakia, leukoplakia or some
kind of disruption and erosion. These all are pre cancerous signs
which later can be developed into the modified form.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

CONCLUSION

12.

This whole study concluded that the most occurring consequence of
oral cancer is tobacco. Likewise many other factors are also involved
like alcohol, smoking, inherited factors and use of red chili. And these
all consequences are responsible for the prevalence of oral cancer.
And this prevalence can be decrease by withdrawing of such agents
that cause oral cancer like tobacco (gutka), smoking and alcohol in
our society. And can also be diminished by avoiding the use of reused
instruments by dentist during oral procedure and surgery or by using
sterile instrument and also by maintaining oral hygiene.z

13.

Also these hazardous agents that results in oral cancer should be
banned by the government in order to stop the incidence of oral cancer
especially in Karachi because Karachi is considered to be one of the
largest city which use these agents. So it should be banned in Karachi
on first hand.

15.

Awareness programs should also be conducted specially in those
areas where people are not aware of maintaining their oral hygiene in
order to tell people about the facts and sign and symptoms of oral
cancer and their immediate consultation to doctors so that cancerous
condition should be avoided.

16.

And above written measures can be taken to reduce the prevalence
and risk of oral cancer in our society and to promote healthy and
peaceful environment in our society.
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